Student elections draw 19 candidates

It's election time at Highline College's Associated Student Body. Eighteen candidates are running for three president, seven vice-presidents and three student senator positions.球事, 现在, 让我们看看这些候选人的竞选宣言。

Candidates for President

Chuck Roseberry: "I would like to make sure all the people in this community have their voices heard in the decision-making process. I want to work with the administration and the faculty to improve the quality of life for all students."

Mike Capers: "Everyone has the right to participate in the decision-making process. I want to work with the administration and the faculty to improve the quality of life for all students."

Barbara Decker: "I would like to make sure all the people in this community have their voices heard in the decision-making process. I want to work with the administration and the faculty to improve the quality of life for all students."

Candidates for Vice-President

Pat Michaud: "I would like to make sure all the people in this community have their voices heard in the decision-making process. I want to work with the administration and the faculty to improve the quality of life for all students."

Susan Brown: "I would like to make sure all the people in this community have their voices heard in the decision-making process. I want to work with the administration and the faculty to improve the quality of life for all students."

Jean Weir Harlan: "As a former student government member, I have the experience and knowledge to serve the needs of all students."

Candidates for Senator

Bob Rabinov: "I would like to make sure all the people in this community have their voices heard in the decision-making process. I want to work with the administration and the faculty to improve the quality of life for all students."

Bill Thompson: "I would like to make sure all the people in this community have their voices heard in the decision-making process. I want to work with the administration and the faculty to improve the quality of life for all students."

Gladys Wilson: "As a former student government member, I have the experience and knowledge to serve the needs of all students."

Registration starts May 12

Registration for Fall 1975 will be held May 12 through May 23. This is the last chance for full-time and part-time students to register for the Fall semester. For more information, call the registrar's office at 463-4800.

Highline College 15001 South 278th Street, Des Moines, Wash. 98198

National recognition for Local Journalists. This is the competition of Sigma Delta Theta. I want to give Congratulations to all the students who participated in the competition. Your hard work and dedication have paid off. Keep up the good work.

T-Word dominates writing competition

Highline's Thunder Word dominates the field Saturday when the annual Associated Collegiate Press writing competition takes place. Sigma Delta Theta, a national organization for college students, sponsored the competition. I want to give Congratulations to all the students who participated in the competition. Your hard work and dedication have paid off. Keep up the good work.
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Getting involved

by R.J. Drennan

A new the United States of America the Bicentennial year has begun. The revolutionary government that instituted our government was extremely activist and totally involved. Involved in concepts like government for the people, by the people, and of the people. Since that time, unfortunately, involvement by the people in their government has been less and less.

It is a lesson of history that people who will not govern themselves leave a vacuum for the ambitious who Fish to govern their nation. The history of the 18-year-old drinking hassle goes back to 1971, according to Sen. Betty Harsham, who testified in favor of Hanna’s bill before the Commerce Committee.

In 1973, the Legislature approved a bill to reduce the legal drinking age but it was watered down by the Senate and all classes are field arc usually well filled

Foreign policy and US

by Cody Bryan

Many Americans are wondering just what went wrong with our foreign policy in Southeast Asia. How could we lose in South Vietnam after thousands wounded? This is to say nothing about the million or more Vietnam after the war.

We did this and how many Vietnamese did they employ? Just exactly what, if anything, is the purpose now in the House Rules Committee to be placed on the calendar for its second reading in the House.

Hanna’s original bill (HB 188), however, was changed in the House Commerce Committee which approved a substitute bill lowering the legal drinking age to 18 “instead of sticking to 19 which would keep liquor out of high school activities,” Hanna says.

The ideal reason is that you be concerned just how things are and how the United States of America is treated by R.J. Drennan

strike...
**By Linda Bretzer**

Individual creativity adds personal touches to home

Are you interested in adding some of your own creative touches to your home? If so, you may be interested in Creative Design in the Home.

"I learned the craft," Donna Wolter said, "from Mrs. Wolter, it is a craft made up of lots of different craft techniques and actually doing projects you can use in your home.

The course description is, "To develop an awareness of design elements and color through laboratory experience and individual projects, therefore creating beauty in one's personal environment."

Some of the areas covered are rya knotting, patchwork, macrame, weaving, tie dye, and flower arranging. Rya knotting can be used for pillows, rugs and wall hangings. The finished product has the texture of a deep, lush shag carpet.

Patchwork may be used for pillows, quilts and just about anything else you can think of.

In this class, your individual creativity is only hampered by your own imagination. Mrs. Wolter stresses the importance of being creative in your own design — not just following the design of someone else's pattern.

**By Vivienne Dekker**

Bicentennial wagoneer is interviewed by class panel

Doug Durpos was interviewed by a Speech Class Assignment. Members of the panel are, left to right: Craig Barto, Keith Hillmer, Viv Dekker, Clay Sprague, Karen Jusham and Ed Colburn.

Durpos will deliver a lecture at noon in the Lecture Hall on the day of competition. It is requested that the competing photos be mounted; a 75 cent mounting fee will be assessed for those not in competition.

By Gary Fujoka

Amateur photographers among students, faculty and staff are invited to enter their work in a contest to be held on campus May 21.

Judging the competition will be Josef Scaylea, Seattle Times photographer, noted for his nature and portrait photography.

Categories under black & white competition include sports, portrait, snowscapes, recreation, special effects and miscellaneous. Best color photo is the sole division in the color competition.

Students are invited to vote on their favorites. The student's ballots tallied will comprise the People's Choice Award — Color and the People's Choice Award — Black & White. The entered photographs will be on display May 19, 20, and 21 in the Student Lounge; polling place for the People's Choice Awards.

It is requested the competing photos be mounted; a 75 cent mounting fee will be assessed for those not in competition.

*Photos must not have been submitted in previous competition.*

It is requested that the competing photos be no larger than 8x10.
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**Seattle rises up from uncultured "Hooterville"**

by Dave Bradley

It seems at times, that Seattle is not as uncultured as some people credit it to be. In fact, in the past few years Seattle has sprouted from a "Hooterville" into a neophyte combination Hollywood-Broadway.

Seattle has witnessed in past years the production of several motion picture projects, either for television or theatre release, with a host of top name stars. The likes of James Caan, Warren Beatty, John Wayne, Phyllis Diller, James Coburn, Darren McGavin and Walter Pidgeon all come to mind as having been in the area.

An array of top notch performers and acts will be helping round out the remainder of this year's theatre season in Seattle.

Some of the most promising are:  

"The Marriage Gambal" is currently on stage at the Moore Theatre, starring the husband and wife team of John Astin and Patty Duke Astin. Astin, the former star of "The Addams Family," and Ms. Astin of "The Patty Duke Show," will be in town through May.

Valerie Harper, best known for her role as "Rhoda," and Andy-ze Zerbe, costar of "Harry O," are presently being presented in Leonard Melfi's one-act play, "Lunchtime" at "Hallowe'en," at the new 2nd Stage. If you haven't already purchased tickets for this one best sell out, word is it's a seafarer.

Mickey Rooney comes to Seattle May 6 to open in the Moore Theatre's presentation of "Three Goats and a Blanket." The group's first album suprisingly little, and played in a great number of new tunes from an upcoming second LP. One of these was "Requiem for a Glitter King." 

"That's just about trends," Rand explained.

Sufi Choir gives Seattle concert

The Sufi Choir, a San Francisco based all-electric ensemble, will present a blend of Western, Eastern, jazz, rock and classical music Saturday, May 10, at 8 p.m. at the Temple De Hirsch Sina, 15th Avenue between Pine and Figu.

Bringing up the rear on the Moore Theatre's Spring Series is James Whitmore as -- in "Three Goats and a Blanket." Mr. Astin will be in town for a week run only, starting May 26 through June 1.

"Airport," winner of one Academy Award for best supporting actress (Helen Hayes), comes to HCC on May 14.

Seattle to host orchestra

The Bavarian Symphony Orchestra of Munich, conducted by Klaus Kubik, will appear at the Seattle Opera House Wednesday, May 21 at 8:30 p.m. For its one night concert in Seattle, the orchestra will perform Symphony in D Major, K. 504 "Prague" (Mozart), Symphonic Metamorphosis on Themes of Weber (Hindemith) and Symphony No. 8 in G Major, Opus 88 (Dvorak).

Tickets are available at the door for $3.50. Advance sale tickets are $3.00. They can be purchased at the Growing Family Store, 620 Woodland Ave.
t-word sports

Thunderbirds remain undefeated in league

by Brian Sherry

The men's tennis team has been successful lately, winning three out of its last four matches. The only loss was a non-league match against Green River. The victories were over Mt. Hood, Clark and Olympic.

On April 16, Highline lost to Green River 5-2. The winners for Highline were Dick Bankhead winning at first singles 6-4, 6-2 and the doubles team of Jim Wusterbarth and Curt Clothier winning 6-3, 6-0. Bankhead teamed with Gary Enges for a 7-6, 7-5 doubles victory. Clothier and Wusterbarth also took three matches remaining in the schedule.

The other winners were Jim Wusterbarth 7-6, 5-7, 6-3, Curt Clothier 7-6, 6-1, and Frank Haydon 6-4, 6-4. Bankhead teamed with Gary Enges for a 7-6, 7-5 doubles victory. Clothier and Wusterbarth also took three matches remaining in the schedule. The wins upped Highline's league record to 4-0 and the season record to 8-3. The next matches are at Mt. Hood today and Clark tomorrow.

HIGHLINE 7, CLARK 0


HIGHLINE 6, MT. HOOD 1


HIGHLINE 6, MT. HOOD 1


The win against Olympic was close, although the score doesn't indicate it. All of the individuals who were in three sets.

Number one singles. Dick Bankhead, lost the first set of his match 6-1 and was down in the second set 2-5, but came back to win the match 6-7, 7-5.

The other winners were Jim Wusterbarth 7-6, 5-7, 6-3, Curt Clothier 7-6, 6-1, and Frank Haydon 6-4, 6-4. Bankhead teamed with Gary Enges for a 7-6, 7-5 doubles victory. Clothier and Wusterbarth also took three matches remaining in the schedule.

The win against Olympic was important, according to coach Dave Johnson, because they are the toughest team they face in league play.

HCC holds crown lead

Highline's women's tennis team defeated Green River 6-1 Tuesday on the Garrison Creek courts to take a solid two-match lead in the race for the Southern Division crown of the Northern Community College Women's Tennis Conference with only three matches remaining in the schedule.

If these three remaining matches follow true-to-form, Highline will host the league championship against Shoreline on Monday May 5 at the College courts on 24th and 18 Avenue South. This championship will feature a re-match between Candace Korpe of Shoreline and Highline's Mary Schutten. Schutten's only loss of the season was to Ms. Korpe in three long sets played earlier this month at lower Woodawn.

The excitement in the HCC-GGCC match came when three of the five events went three sets with Highline's Norma Kay Adamson winning second singles 6-4 in the third and Highline's Joan Staley matching the third set score of 6-4 in the third singles. Green River's only win was in first doubles when they won 6-4 in the third set. Earlier Mary Schutten had won first singles 6-0, 6-0, while Debbie Newell and Debi Pizzuti won second doubles 6-4, 6-4.

Highline defeated Bellevue 6-1 Thursday, April 24th, at Bellevue. HCC upset UPS 3-2, Friday, April 25th at home court, but in the same afternoon lost to Mt. Hood 3-2. Mt. Hood is considered to be the primary candidate for the Northwest Community College title.

JCC to host tennis events

Women's tennis league championship will be held May 5, 6 p.m., HCC tennis courts.

Also remember, May 6-10, for a 19-college women's tournament on our courts.
1974 Trans-AMA Results

DeCoster burns the dirt

By Pattie Selles

Roger DeCoster, three time motocross World Champion, motored on to capture the 1974 Trans-AMA title. DeCoster, who lost the World Championship in 1973 by nine points, won the Trans-AMA series with a wide margin over second place winner, Gerrit Wolsink. Throughout the series, Wolsink proved to be a threat to DeCoster, as he wanted the Trans-AMA title.

Recapping the season emphasizing the high points, we start with the Trans-AMA meet in Seattle.

At the start of the first moto, both DeCoster and Wolsink were back in the pack. But while the others were falling victim to the soft track, DeCoster and Wolsink kept hammering on with consistency, moving up to the first two spots. The battle for first continued, but at the wave of the checkered it was DeCoster, Well, and Pomeroy, in that order.

The second moto was just as tough. Within the first few laps DeCoster had taken the lead with Well hot on his tail. Quite an effort, Well made his move and stole the lead from DeCoster. But it was short lived as DeCoster got it back within a lap. Time was running against Well, and the flag fell with DeCoster claiming the win.

At the Florida-Trans-AM, Wolsink was back from Japan determined to regain the series point lead he had lost to DeCoster.

A one word description of this race would be inconsistent. Only Wolsink finished in the top five positions of both motos.

At the start of the first moto Wolsink was out for a bit of a display in second position until Raken and Wolsink took their corners, giving Wolsink the lead. Raken managed to take off before he had lost too much time. Wolsink was_flagged at second place. Wolsink's chances of the win were slim, but Wolsink was quite determined to take it. Wolsink, still motoring on, was able to take the win. The overall results were DeCoster, Wolsink, Anderson, and Pomeroy.

Looking back over the season, it was a real battle between Wolsink and DeCoster. The two Europeans seem almost equal in certain abilities. Even though Wolsink keeps getting better all the time, I believe DeCoster will smoke Wolsink.

The Highline Thunderbirds defeated five other community college track teams including Yakima, Wenatchee, Olympic, Seattle, and Skagit, Saturday, April 19, at home.

This particular meet produced many fine team efforts throughout the afternoon. Yakima's :43.5 mile run, dominated the hurdles, as in the 100 yard dash in 15.1, Kurt Pomeroy also representing the Thunderbirds, won the 100 yard dash in 15.2 for a first place finish. Highline also placed well in the field events, as they took third and first.

The meet was fairly close throughout the afternoon until the field events were concluded, as the Trojans took four firsts and six seconds.
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Women's tennis team vies for titles

by Carol Ann Spencer

photo's by John Christensen

Championship on line for netters

by Carol Ann Spencer

photo's by John Christensen

Women's Tennis will host for the first time the Northwest College Women's Sports Association Tournament on May 8-10. Nineteen colleges from Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana are expected to compete. On May 5th, the undefeated HCC Women's Tennis team will challenge the winner of the Northwest College Women's Tennis Association Championship. The HCC Women's Tennis team is the host for the first time the tournament, May 8-10.

According to Danielson, for three years running, HCC has lost to Mt. Hood, 3-2 and this year they are expected to come tournament time. Last Friday, April 25, HCC lost to Mt. Hood, 3-2 and this reporter stood on the sidelines and had to agree with the coach who said, "they have four top players, who are better than we are.

Coach Command feels that HCC and Yakima have a good chance. Green River could do well, if their doubles come through or Shoreline, if their first singles have a good tournament. Bellevue and Olympic are the darkhorse teams, but depending on the draw could have a chance to come through. Mrs. Command further commented, "we must solidify our doubles line up for the league match on May 5th, then turn our attention to the tournament. Now we know where our strength is.

Mary Schutten, Norma Kay Adamson and Joan Seely are HCC's three key players and during the next few weeks will be playing some fine tennis performed by these young women. This reporter wanted to obtain some background on these players to find out what makes a tennis star run. Here is some information for those who are interested.

Mary Schutten, 18-year-old sophomore, who is a student of Mt. Hood. Mary is an outstanding tennis player and is considered one of the top freshmen women tennis players in the Northwest. That is quite a record for a young woman who has been playing tennis for three years.

The NCWSA Tournament, May 8-10 in the HCC defending a 5-year consecutive title of the conference championship tennis. Last year the women's singles title was in the hands of Norma Kay Adamson, a 19-year-old sophomore, and holds a 3.75 honor status. Tennis is one of her many interests, she also enjoys swimming, water and snow skiing and coin collecting, to name a few.

To quote Norma Kay, "I have been playing tennis for four years. I was encouraged by my father, who is a tennis coach at Foster High School. Joan too has many other interests in addition to playing tennis. She enjoys sewing, music and all sports some being, water and snow skiing, basketball and bowling. Until last quarter Janet was with the HCC Ensemble and sang alto.

Joan Seely, 18 year old freshman, has been playing tennis for four years. She was encouraged by her father, who is a tennis coach at Foster High School. Joan too has many other interests in addition to playing tennis. She enjoys sewing, music and all sports some being, water and snow skiing, basketball and bowling. Until last quarter Joan was with the HCC Ensemble and sang alto.

Joan considers herself a B grade student and is currently interested in medical technology. She has even thought of entering the women's army after finishing HCC and enjoy some traveling. As for a future goal, she hopes to attend Western Washington State College and study music as she loves to sing. She plans to marry someday and have children.

When asked how she felt Highline would do in the NCWSA Conference, Joan replied, "we will take Sherman in the singles and the doubles." All three young ladies were pleased to talk to and the one thing I was aware of the most, was their healthy attitude toward competition, life and each other's abilities. They truly support one another, are quite adaptable, open, fair and considerate. It is apparent that team work is evident here. We have good reason to be proud of our women's tennis team.

Mary Schutten's Candace Korge in first singles and this should be quite a match.

Mary is an outstanding player and is considered one of the top freshmen women tennis players in the Northwest. That is quite a record for a young woman who has been playing tennis for three years.

The NCWSA Tournament, May 8-10 in the HCC defending a 5-year consecutive title of the conference championship tennis. Last year the women's singles title was in the hands of Norma Kay Adamson, a 19-year-old sophomore, and holds a 3.75 honor status. Tennis is one of her many interests, she also enjoys swimming, water and snow skiing and coin collecting, to name a few.

To quote Norma Kay, "I have been playing tennis for four years. I was encouraged by my father, who is a tennis coach at Foster High School. Joan too has many other interests in addition to playing tennis. She enjoys sewing, music and all sports some being, water and snow skiing, basketball and bowling. Until last quarter Janet was with the HCC Ensemble and sang alto.

Joan considers herself a B grade student and is currently interested in medical technology. She has even thought of entering the women's army after finishing HCC and enjoy some traveling. As for a future goal, she hopes to attend Western Washington State College and study music as she loves to sing. She plans to marry someday and have children.

When asked how she felt Highline would do in the NCWSA Conference, Joan replied, "we will take Sherman in the singles and the doubles." All three young ladies were pleased to talk to and the one thing I was aware of the most, was their healthy attitude toward competition, life and each other's abilities. They truly support one another, are quite adaptable, open, fair and considerate. It is apparent that team work is evident here. We have good reason to be proud of our women's tennis team.

MOTHER’S DAY

We have a good selection of books, gifts and cards for Mom too!

HIGHLINE COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
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For Sale:
Microl System
(300 m, 4.5
130 min, 2.8, 55
9 mm, 1.4
SRT, 102 (XL)
accessories, bag, extras.
$50.00. Call toll free today:
call 930-9116

Little Big Horn
Wounded Knee
My Lal

The Army Was There
Student elections near

Continued from page 1

Candidate for senator
Steve A. Armstrong: "My
campaign is based on the
belief that I have the
ability to listen to the
students and to get things
resolved. These are
important issues, and
I am confident that I
will do my part to see
that they are resolved.

I am a strong
believer in the
importance of a
collaborative
approach to
problem solving.

I strongly feel the
need for open
communication between
student leaders and the
administration.

I am committed to
improving the
campus environment
and ensuring that the
needs of the students
are met.

I am running for
senator at Highline
because I believe I
have something to
offer.

I would really enjoy
having the attention of
the Senate and
the student body.

I believe that
Highline College
should be responsive
to the students of
this campus.

I am a firm
believer in the
value of
collaboration and
open communication.

I am committed
to working with
student leaders
to improve the
campus environment.

I am a strong
believer in the
importance of
problem solving.
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